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by Bryan Smith
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students attending UCF in
the fall will have to pay an
additional 85 cents for each
credit hour of classes they get,
due to an increase in the Activity and Service Fee CA&SF).
To students who will be
taking 12 hours of classes, this
fee hike represents an additional $10.20 each semester, a
total of $46.80 paid in activity
and service fees.
·
The eight-member Activity
and Service Fee Committee,
headed by Student Govern-

Wednesday June l, 1988

ment President Denver Stutler, recommended the increase in November. It was
approved by the Board of Regents in January.
This increase will raise the
A&SF fee from the current
level of $3.05 to $3.90 per
credit hour registered. The _
additional $297 ,000 generated by this increase will be
used to "catch up with rising
operating costs," according to
Levester Tubbs, vice president of academic affairs.
The A&SF will generate
nearly $i,424,767 for the
1988-89 school year, according
SEE ACTIVITY PAGE 5

Gay students seek club stqtus _
As with any organization that de_,.
sires to be on this campus, the proposed
UCF gay and lesbian club will need to
lobby Student Government for funds,
Gay and lesbian students at UCF gain campus recognition, and find a
may have their own club within a year faculty advisor. Smith claimed that
if actions taken by an informal coali- there is a faculty member considering
tion of gay students results in a charter the position of advisor, but they wished
not to go public with it yet, as the terms
being granted.
Lance Smith, student coordinator of of acceptance are still uncertain.
The idea for the club started when
the club, claims that he has seen a need
for an organization of this nature on Smith first arrived on campus.
"The club was, basically, an idea I
campus for "a long time" and is optimishad," Smith claims. "When I first came
ti~ about the process of receiving an
to UCF, I had just gone through the
official charter.
- "It will take about a semester to get 'coming-out' process, which is a pre~ty
a charter," Smith said. "I_got in contact traumatic time. It was time when I
with the National Gay and Lesbian needed some kind of a support system,
Task Force in Washington, and they and I needed to find other who people
sent me some literature on the proce- who were experiencing the same thing
dures I needed to go tJi.rough to start
s_u ch an organization."
SEE CLUB·PAGE 1
by Dave Schlenker ·
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More cars Snarl Alafaya access
Research Pari( adds Navy personl')el to crowded thoroughfare
by Kerry Anderson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Central Florida Research Park
more than doubled its personnel over
the Memorial Day weekend, expanding
·from 900 to nearly 2,400 employees.
The latest personnel increase was
due to the June 2 opening of the U.S.
Navy's Training Systems Center. "The
Navy will be bringing in around 1,400
empl9yees," said Joe Wallace, the
park's director of marketing.
Although the new additions will
compete with UCF students and other
locals for Alafaya Trail's overcrowded
road space, Wallace .said that "the
Navy will be working on 'flex time'.

· ················.

This means they [Navy employees]
will show up for work anytime between
6:30 and 8:30 in the morning and will
leave for home anytime after 3:30 p.m."
By September 1989, the park's
employee total will expand to 4,000
personnel, highlighted by the arrival of
Harris Corporation, a Fortune 500
company.
The park's guiding board, ·the Orange County Research and Development Authority, envisions an academic/industrial research-and university community of at least 50,000 individuals by early in the 21st century.
Current plans do call for the expansion ofAlafaya Trail, but not until after
the extension of the East-West Expressway, which will feed:irltothe road,
is completed.
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ress of the Orlando Lions,
the City Beautiful's new_est pro soccer team.
Also, writer Bill Foxworthy
takes a look inside the
UCF surf club.
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by-David Alan Brodnax

The Central Florida Future
is conducting a survey on
WUCF the university radio
station. Response to the editorial written in the :May 11 issue of The Future was so overwhelming that we would like
to know more about your listening pleasures.
The Central Florida Future
will also be holding a petition
drive to give UCF·students an
opportunity to voice their opinions on the WUCF.-The petition will ~tate that the student
body and the community want
a format change -for WUCFFM, the university's radio
station .
. Beginning June 8, students
may sign the petition at tables
set up at the following locations: in front of the reflecting
pond, in front of the library,
and by the student mailboxes
(in front of the Student'Organizational Lounge.) ·
Students may also sign the
petition at The Future's editorial office or at locations designated throughout the community.
The Future will publish the
results in the June 15 issue
and the petition will be pre-sented to the university presidentTrevor Colbourn by
July 8.
WUCF surveys will also be
circulated
around
campus.Additional survey
forms may be Obtained at The
Central Florida Future.'s editorial office.

..
•

•

.

.

I
If you would like to participate in
this survey, please circle vour responses and return to The Centroi
Florido Future by June 8, 1988.

L~-----~-------------~
Leajle Jorgensen/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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AeronaUtiCS CtUtHlyfriQ"1liQh-: ovet tionors in Montreal conpetition
by. Tommy Thompson

,-

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.Although the remote-controlled Pegasus II airplane crashed during the Montreal..:based Aerodesign '88 competition, members ofUCF' s American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) club
placed fifth in the"overall flying division.
. The ci:_ew arrived Tuesday afternoon fro·m Montreal, Canada, site of Aerodesign '88, laden with
awards as well as recognition from experts in the top
of their field.
The Pegasus_II , ~he remotely piloted airplane,

• MILWAUKEE RIDE
· A national cross-country
fundraising ride to benefit the
Muscular Dystrophy Association will begin June 10 arid
lead motorcyclists from ten
different' starting locations
throughout the U.S. and Canada to finish at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Motorcycle enthusiasts
from around the state will
depart Tuesday, June 14at10
a.m. from the Sea World park-.
ing lot and arr.ive in Milwaukee Saturday, June 18.
Interested participants can
register at any Harley
Davidson dealer throughout
the state. Entry fee is $10 per
person and includes a participation kit and free admission
into the Homecoming Festival
where performers will provide
continuous entertainment all

designed and puilt by members of AI.AA, and crew pressed the judges: This simplicity was a definite
placed fourth in the design competition and fifth in advantage in Sunday afternoon's mishap, as repairs
tlie flying competion out Qf a field of 41 international t9 the wing were made quickly .
colleges. The crew was made up of six members from · · The UCF AIAA group plans to enter Aerodesign ·
the· group - Robert Conrad, Anju Dogra, Allan '89 next spring with a new and improved'version of
S_chwarb, Scott Todd, Victor Tor9, Courtenay Wang, the .Pegasus model. Before retirement, plans for
and faculty advisers James Beck and -Henry Pegasus II include flying exhibitions and showings at
Hagedoorn, both UCF mechanical engineering pro- the offices of the spon_sors.
The Pegasus II may compete again later this
fessor. The UCF AIAA team also .won the speciallycreated ~Most Determined Team" award for· their summer ·in a large-scale model competition on the
comeback d~spite the damage inflicted on the plane's local level.
Currently, the Pegasus II can be seen on display at
wing after engine trouble caused a crash.
The simplicity of the design was a selling point in the local shop of one of its sponsors, the Hobby Box
UCF's design presentation, a feature which im- located at University boulevard and SR 436.

day. For more information~
contact the MDA at 677-6665.

tion, call 843-8680

hearsal hall. The band, ~der
the direction ofJerryGardner,
will also perform the works of
Larnold, Curnow, Delle Cese,
Gershwin, Grainger and
Strauss.
The program is free of .
charge and open to the public.

• CANCER CONFERENCE The American Cancer Soci• SEMINAR CANCELLED
ety
is offering a conference for
The UCF College of Health
on
male
cancer risks and treat~
has postponed its three-day
ment
on
June 15, 6-9 p.m. at
AIDS seminar orig~nally
the
Orlando
Museum of Artscheduled for June 2-4 until
September.The seminar will AuditoriUm..The program will
be offered either Sept. 15 feature local cancer experts -•CHESS PLAYERS NEEDED
The Young Adult depart- 17 or Sept. 29 - Oct. 1. _In- discussing cancer prevention
and where cancer most often ment of the Orlando Public
formation on the updated
seminar wj.11 be distributed as strikes in men.The conference Library is in search of chess
is free of charge, and males players to participate in a
it.becomes available.
ages 15 and up are encouraged summer chess tournament
to attend. For more informa- from June 13-August 12.
•QUIT .SMOKING
tion, call the American Cancer
The competition will offer
The American Cancer Soci- Society at 843-8680.
entrants a chance to challenge
ety is· offering a four-week
players in their own age group,
clinic to help smokers quit the • BAND CONCERT
with a final ·competition being
habit June21 and28,andJuly
In observance of Flag Day, held on August 13 from 1-5
5 and 12 at the Orlando Public the UCF concert band will p.m.
Library. .The clinic is free of perform the "George M. C~hen
For more information, concharge and will be hel<:f_from 7- Broadway Fe·stival" on June tact the Young Adult depart8:30 p.m. For more informa
14, 8 p.m. in the music re- ment at 425-4694 ext. 290.

• WORLD CLASS SCHOOLS
A symposium on the role of
global stuaies in U.S. education will be held at UCF June

8.
The program, sponsored by
the UCF _Office of International Studies and Student
Center, will focus on the potential of world education for facu-lty and students and the need
of curriculum changes to reflec
that interest.
Distinguished guest speakers will address the role of · student exchange in American
education, and the idea of internationalizing the curriculum.
The program will begll) at 9
a.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium with a complimentary lunch and a reception
following at 2 p.m. For more
information, call 281-5375.
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Student-run information system reduCing delays
Confused students can get quick answers to various questions at several locations around campus
by Tammy Thompson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Instead of waiting in long lines o'nly to be referred
somewhere else, UCFstudentsnowhavea "Qne-stop"
communication network and information system
capable of assisting them in their s~arch for answers.
The Office of Student Information (OSI) and Evening/Weekend Student Services (EWSS), has recently begun a system "committed to gathering and
disseminating information to students," according to
Steve Considine, coordinator of the progranConsidine felt that the information station in the Admini. stration building had not been use_d productively in

the past. Considine, along with Vice President of
Student Affairs Levester Tubbs and Jimmy Watson,
·director of OSI and EWSS, came up with the idea to
put the station to use. The new- program operates
. from three information stations around the campus.
These stations are located in the lobby of the Education building, the second floor of the Administration ·
building, and the Student Affairs suite.
The stations provide \nformati~n compiled from
deans, department heads, and student groups from
the campus. The range of services include financial
· aid, registration, admissions, and testing information, as well as lost and found, ID card validation, and
c~mpus directions.
The student assistants runninE! the information

•

booths have been trained to field the questions of the
students. Dav:e LaTour, student assistant of EWSS,
said, "If we don't know the answer to a question, we'll
·
know what department does."
During the first two days of operation, approximately 300 inquiries were made by curious students.
LaTour said the new information system seems to
have cut down on the· traffic in the Registrar and
Records offices, a popular place for students to begin ·
.the quest for answers.
The system _is being funded by the Division -of
Student Affairs from the budget of OSI & EWSS.
The information booths are open from 9 a.m.- 7:30
p.m. Monday through Thursday, arid 9.a.m.-5 p.m. on
Friday.
.

Bond,' d_
once, ·flog tryouts begin
After lunch, the students will then
be asked to perform the routine. Each
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
student will be videotaped and·judged
on how well the studen~ learns and
This year's tryouts for the flag, performs the routine, as :Well as how
dance, majorette squads and for drum well they work with oth~ students.
According to Gardner, "the tryouts
majors will be held Saturday, June 4 in .
the music department's rehearsal hall. are pretty basic, because most students
UCFsmarchingbandbecameactive that are usually interested have expeeight years ago under the direction of . rience with high school marching band
Jerry Gardner. A dance and majorette and teams."
The drum major tryline has always accompanied the band. outs take a ·very different route. Stu. While the flag line was not a~tive last dentsareusuallyauditionsingroupsof
year because of the poor response dur- , four or five. These students are judged .
ing tryouts, it will be brought back into on how well they can conduct the band,
action this year because of the interest how well they perform fundamentals of
Staft Photo/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
that has been sho-wn.
marching on the field, as well as on
Tryouts
for
UCF
flag,
dance,
and
majorette
squads
will be held this Satur~egistration for each fac·e t of the personal leadership qualities, w~ich
day.
·
·
tryouts will begin at 9:30 a.m. Those · are assessed in a separate _interview.
· interested-in the ·dance, majorette, or
Along with the growing success of
flag lines will then be taken to seperate the marching band and various lines, a Rick Greenwood, who hasjustfinished interested can obtain more inform:.areas and taught a routine by a clini- new director has been hi!"ed to take on his doctoral at Florida State, has been tion from the music department office,
cian.
Gardner's duties in the near future. selected to lead the program. Anyone HFA 105 or extension 2869.
by Crickett Drake'

ACCIDENT? POINTS? D.U.I.?

0 .K.... so you made a mistake. Now
don't make another by settling for
f ersonally Insulting frotection!

CALL: 363-1105

IE~lrP11;J
ME'IRO INSURANCE

Where LOW MONTHLY AUTO PAYMENTS DOES
NOT MEAN SUBSTANDARD AUTO COVERAGE! -

Part-Time Positions Available

(Located in the American Bank Building 5401 S. Kirkman Rd.)

ltrll.Wll

"Specialists In _
Cutting Hair"
1349 HOWELL BRANCH RD., WINTER PARK, FL 32789
- (Next to 7-Eleven opposite Greatbodies)

(407) 647-4494

WE CARRY M€~US PRODUCTS
Adult .............................. $8.00
Child .............................. $5.00
Mon.-Fri. ....................... 9 to a
Saturday ....................... 9 to 7
Sunday ......................... 1 2 to 5

ltl l ll

ADVANCED TRAINED HAIRSTYLISTS
GUARANTEED 110% SATISFACTION

United Parcel Servic~ ·w iil
be accepting applications for
·part•time loaders and unloaders.
Excellent ~ay - $8.00 an hour.

•

Wo-r k -shifts begin ·a t 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through ·
Friday wqrkweek. 3 to 5.hours per day. .

Please sign up fo·r an interview in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.
UPS is an equal opportf!nity employer.

•

•

•
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Need insurance for your
hom~,. _car, life, boat or RV?
,.V'

.,.

FROM PAGE l

•.-•. •

./ · .. #.&..qe

Call us! .
Wh
.
e ave t h e right coverage
for all your needs.

'"

I was experiencing. There was nothing like that
offered at UCF."
After some research, Smith found that it was
\ GO~~o~\e·
•
....
JI.
possible to obtain a charter for· gay college
.....
. clubs; and this was not the first time that UCF
Jean Huh;~
students have tried to form one. That previous
attempt was unsuccessful.
Jacqueline Bailey ·
One of Smith's main contacts through this
89 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
®·
research was the club at University of South
.edo,
FL
32
ilC.11
Florida, the la:rgest gay and lesbian student
OVl
765
Allstate Insurance Company
organization in the South.
Allstate Life Insurance Company
h
C
·
(305) 366-1189
Northbrook,Illi~ois ·
At the present, t e U F group is approxi...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _..;.._ __. - mately 14 male members strong and does not,
----------=-_;___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..::._.,......:..----: at this time, have a name. They meet every
Tuesday evening off-campus, and emphasize
that they are a social, not a political organization. ·
"Most ofthe groups of this type are known as
Lesbian and Gay Student Coalitions," Smith
explained. "Several people in our group have a
problem with that name because it sounds so
political, and we are not a political organization."
·
.t~"~e
{ \\ io\\~a-

•

CLUB

Allsfi..+i_e

...,,~

•

,.

5

-

•

198.00

5

158. 00

'118. 00

'599. 00

Air Fares based .on Round trip travel . .Restrictions apply. -

·. 'Bryans 'Travef Inc.~
·

ACTIVITY
FROM PAGE l

courteous service to UCF students

9442 E. COLUNIAL
282-5100

I l#ULUNIAL CENTER
Next to ECO L's GAS

CA;:)

.ST·UDENT
LEGAL S-E RVICES
Student Legal Services provides
studentswith an· assistance ·in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, · non:criminal
traffic· and uncontested dissolutions. -You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to. qualified stu- depts. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more informatiOn or an appointment.

Problems With?
• Landlords?
•Insurance?
•Contracts?
. •Police?

to·a written report filed by the
committee to the Board of
Regents.
The report stated the reason for the increase was to
keep pace with the "average
inflationary increase of 4% for
expenditures in operations."
The report ~lso says "the philosophy of the committee is
... to follow a general trend of
increasing once while a student is in college or once every
four years."
Additional money from
this increase will go towards
expanding the services that

Smith predicts that campus reaction to the
club will be varied.
"Of course I'm expecting some adverse reaction, because UCF is such a conservative campus. It is an idea that is so new ... most people
don't even know that such a thing exists."
Students polled on the possibility of such a
club didn't seem to be bothered by the idea
much. "I believe that homosexuality is wrong no
matter what," says Kelly Gardenhour, an occupational therapy major. "But, if they were to
form a group, it really would not affect me in any
way. They can do their thing, and I'll do mine."
A medical lab science major who requested
anonymity felt that a university should be "a
melting pot." She claimed that "on this campus,
there are all kinds of people ... that I really don't
want to be associated with, but one must keep
an open mind and accept these people the way
they are in order to get along at UCF."
If chartered, the UCF gay and lesbian club
has claimed that they would not advocate acer.taln lifestyle, but "be a source of information to
all aspects of the gay community," said Smith.
Questions regarding the club should -be directed towards the Lesbian and Gay Community Center at 894-7097.
·

Student Government offers.
These improvements include
ligQting for one softball field, _
the purchase of an electronic
message board for the Kiosk,
and the installation of.a copy
center for students to use. The
money will also aid in the pur. chase of a computer for Legal
Services, and the purchase of
additional computers for students' use in the library. '
Approximately $30,000 of
the proceeds from the first
year will be put into the Stu·dent Union Trust Fund.
Th~ rest ofthe money raised
by the "increase will be allocated to clubs and organiza- ·
tions by the.Senate and us~d to
promote UCF's 25th anniver-

sary celebrations.
This A&SF increase brings
UCF into a tie for fourth place
(out of nine universities in the
SUS) in terms of fee charges.
"UCF has one of the lowest
A&SFs in the state," said StUtler. Florida.J3tate and the University of North Fforida and
first and second with fees of
$4.61 and $4.19 respectively,
and are "discussing an , increase in the near future," said
Stutler.
.
Stutler stressed "this would
be the ·only increase ·for fh.e
next four years at UCF."
UCF has not seen an increase in the Activity and
Service Fee since the fall of
1984.

COST CUTTERS®

Need?
•A Will?
•Name Change?
• U neontested ·
. Dissolution?

Suncrest ·Village
University Dr.. & Dean Rd .

679-6766

(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to Publix)

•

Mon. - Fri.: 10-7 • Sat.: Closed • Sun.: 12-5

:_--~

657-4462

COSTANZO'S

---~

~VITAMINS~
Body·Building Nutrients • Amino Acids .• Herbs

)tff Bar

Italian

S p .e c i a l t i e s
T ·- OW.N

. .AI-I---Y-C> "'(._)" - C..A...N" -

~.A.'T

Friday & Saturday Nights• 5 - 9 P.M. ,

S:P.,A._ G· H~ ~~l:

(~t.

San'tf• •

JC> I lr'l.N

~R.

. .
alatl)

EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
.4034 N. Goldenrod Rd.• Winter Pk., FL 32792

K-Mart Phiza t?;!denrod Rd. & Univ. Blvd.)

------------------------------ ..!
-

E>I'

-<>:.255

.... __________________
..... ___________
!
-B~~:::;:t::::::::::::.:;7::=1
.
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Kriss Kaye, a UCF student, said, "I really do
think it is an invasion . of privacy, but I
[wouldn't] mind being tested if I knew the results." While 33 percent of students didn't mind
· being tested if they were notified of the results,
the remaining 18 percent of the students surveyecl did not see any harm in being tested
anonymously.
One student said,"Anonymous testing would
give us a greater. pool of information to combat
AIDS."
While students expressed alarm about the
testing program, 39 percent of indicated they
would continue dcmating blood even ifUCF was
chosen to participate in the program. 66 percent
of the students felt strongly epough against the
program to go to another clinic for bloodwork.

SURVEY
FROM PAGE ·1
Jackie, a -22 year-ol~ UCF student did not
give her last · name, felt "people should be
notified if they test positive sa they can be kept
from infecting others, and so they can receive
me-dical care." Ashmun Brown, an attorney for
UCF, said the testing was "definitely an invasion of privacy." · .
Brown added," Nothing warrants this type
of violation of privacy." On the other hand,one
student said, "The government, as an institution which looks out for this nation's well-being,
should know how widespread the epidemic of
AIDS is."

.
.
MOTEL

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

-Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida
365-5276
1---~------------------

THE HAl.R STYllSTS

'J{pzo Open ·

The CLAST ... will you pass?

Pay for the service, not for the frill
Famlly Hair Care at Affordable Prices

Q~allty

Get help with
Getting Ready for .t he CLAST .
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics

UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
·1 2263 University Blvd.
(Next to UC-6 Cinema)
. 380-9103

HERNDON VILLAGE .
5000 E. Colonial Dr. ·
(Next to Dream Quarters)
894-9250
.

The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specificatfons. you'll discover where
you need help 'and you'll get the-help you need.
~
Ask for It at your bookstore.

L

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

No Appointment Necessary

~--······-,:·········

~~~UTS $450 I ~~:~:oo $450:

:
852 LEE

~OAD

• 1/4

WEST OF

I-4

ITEMS WITH * CAN BE 0.RDERED TO GO
HOURS: SUN-THURS 5-W P.M. FRI 7 SAT 5-11 P.M.

WHAT WE DO BEST! * Shrimp & Che_e se Tortellini 9.95
* SJ.:irimp Pasta 7.85 * Seafood Pasta 6.85
* Shrimp Scampi 7.95

. I WOMEN'S
HIL~REN:s

*Alaskan Snow Crab 7.95
*Dungeness Crab Ousters 9 .95
*&:allops, Deep Fried 5.85 *Friaj Clam Strips 3.95
*Broiled or Fried Grouper Medallions 4.95
*Soft Shell Crabs, Fried 5.95 *Fried Shrimp ~.85
Broiled Scallops 7.95 - When in season

I
,1

~PRECISION
·······•4••········
I ZOTOS
lcoMPLETE

•cuT&STYLE $6501BUDGET $15951

I includes shampoo,
I 11n1sh1ng rinse a

liblowstyle.

I PERM · .
1nc1des
I Hair cut~ style

.

I
I

-

••••••••••••••••••
PERMS OUR SPECIALTY

•

from coloring and highlighting to custom designs
and perms, our commitment to excellence
guarantees you the finest techniques available.

TRAYS AND BASKETS
SERVED WITH-PARSLEY POTATOES & A UTILE LETIUCE
*Alaskan King Crab Legs & Claws - Market Price

I BLOWSIYLE

.

•ru~5o·~··Tz~OS0;~:~·•

~IVELY PERM

:
I
I

se1n1m1ng perm
Includes shampoo,
cut, se~. or bloW
dry style.

$

.·

21
.

IFREEDOM PERM

50 Ilfabulous
From flat to
$
Includes
shampoo, cut

I' style.

:

SO I

27

Regular $40

I

·----···············
THE HAIRST·Y llSTS

DRAFT BEERS & WINES
Coors.Regular or Light 16 oz ..95 60 oz. 3.50
Heineken
16 oz. 1.45 60 oz. 4.95
.
INGLENOOK; CHABLIS, BURGENDY & SANG.R IA
Glass .95, 1/2 Qrrafe 1.85, Carafe 3.50
WHITE ZINFANOEL & MONDAVI
Glass 1.95, 1/2 Carafe 3.85, Carafe 7.50
NO CREDIT CARDS

UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
12263 University Blvd.
(Next to UC-6 Cinema)
380-9103
.

•

HERNDON VILLAGE

5009 E. Colonial Dr.
(Next to Dream Quarters)
894-9250

"

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
HRS: M-F 8:30 A.M. - 7:30 P.M.
SAT. 8:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M., SUN. 12:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
SUNDAY & HOLIDAY PRIC.ES SLIGHTLY HIGHER

FIGHT CELLULITE
EFFECTIVELY
WITH

1rlfra51iffl

~ ¢.

_;z
.·o-·
IV

·TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan Tb.e WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
.

_ Where The Sun Always Shines!

••••••••••••••
I Buy 5
.. Get 5 Free! I
Visits~

.~

=
$29.95 =
I and become eligible for a drawing I

~

f-f

TAN-FASTIQUE introduces · .
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- - ~
ment of cellulite and -body con- ~
touring. Call today for your free ~
cons~ltation.
~

$19.95 .
FIRST TREATMENT

Call for appointment

~

~

..

I for 25 lottery tickets to be given
I away on J~y 15_th. ·
I -sign up a friend and get
I
2 visits free! ·
I
Coupon E-xpires 7/15/88

I
I
I
I
I

•••••••••••••••

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

(•ll'JI PW , . TOWER PLACE

• M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-5 P.M. •SUN: 12-6 P.M.

10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042
,,·

•

-·
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pizzer1a
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1h'*;• 111Avgem:I

1•••1 282-0505 ~l
I
I

12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)

I
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• Free pool for the girls all day Sunday
• Happy Hour 2-7 daily
(75¢ Drafts $3.50 Pitchers)
• Featuring pool, electronic games,·pinball
• located just north of Hooters ,
• Look for our weekly pool tournaments

..._...................__..RAC K

' E M

UP

In the Summit Plaza • 1043 Hwy. 436
· Casselberry, FL 32107. • 260-8611

'rhOmas Webatiar/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SOGGY NEWS
A LJCF student puts The

Central Florida Future to- good
use as he shields himself from the rain last week.

LIBRARY
FROM PAGE 3

When you get your Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)
from First Independent T.rust, it will go further because
we'U give you more money. As much as $120 more!*
That's more money for tuition, books or any other
educational expense. And you still get our fast,
dependable service~
See the Financial Aid Office on your campus to learn
about your options. Or call our toll-free number and
we'll send you our Student Lc.:m Information Packet.
It includes an easy:to-understand booklet that tells you
about the many forms of financial aid available to
students.
At First Independent Trust, we think of you FIRST!

r - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -·
I Ycs! I want to make my student loan go a little I further.
Pl~se send me the Student Loan
II
ln!ormation Packet and application.
I
I
I
I ------------------------~-----------Name
I.
I
I
I
I -Address
I
I
I City/State
Zip
I
I
Student Loan Center P.O. Box 2562 I
I
Sacramento, CA 95812
I

·--------------..

·1·800·_
1 41•47.7 8 Exc.8877
~FIRST INDEPENDENT

\Iii TR-U ST

COMPANY

Student Loan Center
P.O.Box 2562
Sacramento, CA 95812

Baaed on a $4000 loan guaranteed at 0%, colT1Jared to a $4000 loan guaranteed through a lender charging a 3% Insurance fee. See yoor FAO for details.

th or, topic, anda multiple topic
search, along with the option
of printing out the listing.
The third disc and machine
are called Compact Disclosures, a lis~ing of publiclyowned businesses. The machine is the CD-ROM version
of the popular listing published by the Disclosure company.
Information on at least
12,000 publicly-owned companies is contained on the disc.
The financial situation, executives' names and salary are
some of the 256 types of information available on each company.
The library purchased the
system with funds allocated by
the state. Although the library
already had the IBM PC and
hardware, it had to purchase
~ subscriptions to each service.
Pfarrer estimated the total
cost for two of the· services at
approximately $5,000 per
year.
UCF is one of the first Florida schools to install these systems. According to Pfarrer,
"The actual CDs were received
towards .the end of 1987, but
could not be made available for
student use until March6."
As the funds become available, the reference department hopes to purchase
equivalent CDs in areas such
as humanities and fine arts.
"We do not intend to show favoritism to one discipline,"
said a reference official.
Carol Howard, UCF student said, "The computers
make the initial step of research a fot easier. Information can now be found with a
few pushes of a few buttons."
The reference section suggests students consult with
them during their first session
so they can learn the available
f~atures.

The computers are located
on the second floor of the library near the reference section:

' ...
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Radio station can't
justify t-he excuse of
'serving community~
community (ke myoo' ne te) n., 1. any group living in
·the same area or having interests, work, etc. in com· mon.
·
Once again, the administration has placed the
student body secondary to it's public image.The May
11 editorial, "Radio Free UCF," has caused quite a
controversy. From this controversy, thi~ editorial
comment will derive. Just why does WUCF exist in
the first place?
.
There is one comment in particular that I would
lik~ to make known to the student body. I quote from
a letter received from a WUCF employee. "WUCF is
here to serve the community, not the students." Just
what are students if they are not' part of the community? I have always considered myself part of the
community.
What does WUCF consider "the community,?"
From their own survey, we find that their average
listener-, yes there are one or two, is 50 to 60 years old
and enjoys gardening: Ifw~ lived in Sun City, I would.
agree that the majority of the community would fit
this description. But we live in Orlando, and the
majority of the community here are the same age·as
the average UCF student.
· Another topic brought to my attention was that
jazz is alternative programming. I could not agree
_more. The jazz and blues programming played on
WUCF is very, very good. But remember, WUCF has
stated that they serve the community. So who do you
think promoted the J azzFest concert held here on the UCF campus? Correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe
it was WLOQ. WUCF was not to be found anywhere.
Is WLOQ also a community-service radio
station?Besides how many 60-year-old people pulling weeds on the green did you observe? .
It is my firm belief that the survey being conducted
by The Central Florida Future will yield results
showing that the community, which also consiSts of
students, demands an alternatively-programmed.radio station. WUCF could much better serve the
community in this area with this format. Look wha~
WFIT has done for the city of Melbourne. Nationally
known acts are going to play in Melbourne instead of
Orlando because they have a radio station that.truly
serves the desires of the community.
·
But even ifWUCF was to change it's format, it still
would not be serving the community. The obvious
reason is that the staff does not receive training in
how to promote a radio station, surely one of the most
i:mportantbroadcasting skills. This fact is embarrassingly obvious during events like the above-mentioned jazz concert. In reality, what is needed at
WUCF is a change in upper-level management:· either a new program director should be hired, or let
the students run the station. I am for letting the
students run the station. By doing this, not only
would WUCF get the required format change, but
with their enthusiasm, the station would also get the
promotional boost it so desperately needs.
David Alan Brodnax
Editor in Chief

1f:'Tbe Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32!16
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
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David Alan Brodnax
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Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
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Business Manag~r
Ad. Productfon Manager
Classified Ad Manager

Dave Schlenker
Char1es Martin
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Paul Owers
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WUCF SPEAKS

and students paid by the univer- • TV OR NOT TV ·
sity. WUCF is of the second type. Editor:
Just listen to our station ID which Editor:
This letter is in response to the is announced throughout the day:
·This letter is in response to the
editorial "Radio Free UCF," which "We are a service of the University letters written regarding the
was in your May 11 edition. As of Central Florida."Thus, since we purchase [of a new ·Tv for the
both a student and as an employee are funded almost completely by
of WUCF, I felt such a response UCF with some support corning Commons] as unnecessary.
-First of all, the old set was no
was necessary to shed so~e light · from 'provate sponsors who underon the.nature of college radio and write various programs, we should longer .swtable. What most
to show that the format of our reflect our school for the educa- people don't reaHze is 'just how
. rnuchuse-this set will be in [for]. It
station is in the the interest of the tional institution that it is.
Of course, our years at UCF is always there for those who live
students? the university, and the
community.
should be fun and provide us with on campus to use, plus others who
In your article, you mentioned entertainment but we should have an hour or two between
several stations which are stu- never forget th~t the main reason classes to spare and come in to
dent-run and student-oriented, fQr attending a university is to relax. On special occasions it is
but you neglected to say that most provide ourselves a well-rounded
·of these stations are run on .a vol- - education. Sure Echo & the Bun- used . for gatherings, such as
un~er ~asis in~ependent. of the nymen, The Smiths, and The Cure Halloween when they showed
•
university and, like WFIT m Mel- are fun to listen to but that is not horror movies.
As for the debate over the price,
bourne, are low-power stations. the only. service 'which ' WUCF
IHC did shop around until they
Ou~ s?itio~ fits none of these de- should be providing. As part of an
scnptions. All of our student work- educational institution, our sta- found the best set at the best
ers, who make up about ~O percent tion should be increasing our price. If you think you could have
of our total staff, are paid employ- awareness of the achievements of. gotten a better price, where were .
ees of the university._ Two of our the past and present, whether it be you when they bought it?
employees, the Radio Manag.er through talk shows like "PhilosoIHC is here for you and is
and Marketing Director, are pro- phy Forum" or "Health News
always open to any of your ideas
fessionals, and both_ are ~alaried Update."-Also, with the possibility
employees .of t~e umyersity. Sec- . of a power increse in the next year, or suggestions.
Margaret Warren
ondly; WUCF is not independent WUCF's importance and influence
Inter-Hall Council
of the school. Although it is not in the community will be even
c?nnected . with ~e. Co~~u!lica- greater as the greater percentage
bons department, it is~ d1vis1on of of our listeners will not be affili•ANIMAL HOUSE
Instruction~l ~sou~ces, ~nd _re- · ated with the university.
This is ·not to say that I do not
ceives ~ts fundi~g through that
Editor:
department. Thirdly, at 7,900 believe in programming that is
Concerning the photo·
watts in the 28th largest broad- geared towards the student or
casting market in the United even a student-run, student-ori- graphThe Central Florida Futun
Sta~s, WUCF could hardly be ented station. I totally support - ran on May 1 7 of the dumpste1
cons1der~d a small, low-power col- Nite Rock and those college s_ta- with the words 'Pike House
lege station. On _the average, the tions which feature progressive painted on it: the Pi KappaAlphE
student-run stations are less that rock. However, WUCF is not one of frat is· having enough problem~
•
a thousand watt~. Th:it's eno~h those stations which featur~s pro- n.ationally due to the actions o1
~ cov~r the uruver~1ty and its gressive rock as its main format. If ·
several members, without havin~
immediate surroundings. If our the students of UCF would like to
to
deal with defamation by thE
station i~creses its power ~ see such a station on our campus,
!
press.
Our chapter has been onE
10~,000 watts .as you said, ~e will the way to go about it is not by
~ m_ league with every maJOr sta- demanding that WUCF change, of the top fraternities on campm
but by creating a small sister sta- for the last nine years and ha~
tion m Or!and?.
All of this pomts to the fact that tion that could meet the listening won awards for national chapte1 ·
t?ere are two type~ of college sta- needs of the students. Hopefully, excellence. If The Future wishe~
tions: the .f irst bemg volunteer, inthemeantime thestudentshere to take pictures involving Pikes:
student-run, and musically ori- at UCF will see that WUCF has as make your way to Greek Row and
ented to the tastes of the students; much to offer then as it does the photograph the site of the firs1
the second being sponsored by the rest of Orlando.
fraternity house on campus.
university as an educational
extension of the school and con•
Lisa R. Flynn~
Daryl ChalA
sisting of a small professional staff
Student Station Manager
Pi Kappa Alphn
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CAMPUS LITE
i

To'DAY, IJIAVE 1HE RESOl.TS FROM

1 WOULl> llAVE

YouR FIRST EXAM. ANP The'/
LOOK PRirfY eAl). ~,
1HE A.VE.RAGE Gl?A~ WAS '13.

BUT SO/r'IEON€. Dll> 6£1' A 98°4

P "fi.1€. l"ES-r.s

OH, 11" WAS MANNY FERNWAll",

CIJfNf

AND "fi.lAI 5"0W.S Me 1i-IA-r
'1wE 'l!O'Sf" WA'S FAIR •

t'LL l<!Ll 'EM!
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WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT _

NUTRITION?

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Did You ·Know That...
...Vitamins ·do NOT contain energy.·
· ... A peanut butter sandwich on whole-wheat bread
contains the same nutritious protein _as a T-Bone
steak.
... You can triple an egg's iron content by scrambling
it in an iron skillet.
... Obesity is America's· number-one malnutri~iori
problem ..

.

- By Karen Wedner
-

>

Come to the WeJlness Center for more information about
diet and nutrition!
A.A. MEETING (closed) Wednesdays at ·
noon in the HRC.
Bring Bag Lunch.

BACCHUS - Meeting
Wednesday, June 1st at
lOA.M. in the Wellness
Ce~J.ter.
Come and
bring some new ideas .

S.O.S. - (Stop Our
Smoking) Thursdays at
1 P.M. in the HRC. Let
us help you · kick the
habit!

$TARRS - Weight-

SWAT - Meeting at
2 P.M. in the HRC.
Help us plan for a
wellness lifestyle.

N.A. MEETING Tuesdays at noon in
the HRC.
Be
There! "

...·.' ... ~:~

loss - Tuesdays at 9
A.M. iri the HRC. _
Make your summe~
a memorable one!

.
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_EXERCISE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS
The chart below gives an estimate of the calories ·
burned by an average 150-lb person exercising for
.one hour.
Calories bumed"1r.
AEROBIC ACTIVITIES
360-660
Basketball
240-420
Bicycling
500
Bicycling (uphill)
600
Cross-Country Skiing
.
240-420
Dancing .
250-420
Rowing
540
· Running (11 min. mile)
350-400
Skating
600
Squash/Handball
.
540-660
Swimming
..
420
Terinis (singles).
210
Walking (3 mph)

•

1

ANAEROBIC ACTIVITIES
Calisthenics
Golf (power cart)
Golf (pulling bag cart)
for at least 30 minutes 3 times a week

Calories 'burned/hr.

360
240
300

{

I

Roomy 2/2 duplex Sm from UCF.
GARAGE . Appliances. PRIVATE PATIO.
Large kitchen . QUIET neighborhood.
Nice yard. with TREES!· Kids OK. $500 .
CALL 365-.3431 (eve) or 629-0753 (day)

UCF Tae Kwan Do Karate Club is offering
beginning classes for summer. Free instruction. MTR nlgh1s on campus. Learn
Karate for sport, art, & self defense. Call
Dean @352-7859.
It's WATERSKITIMEllllll
To· get in on the fun and challenge join
waterski club 277-9075 (Dave)

ROLE.Pl.AYING CLUB

We meet every Friday night in Phillips Hall
Rm 104. Come Join the fun! Fantasy, ScienceFiction, and Bazaar. We welcome ail
newcomers.

FOR SALE OR LEASE: Beautiful 3yr old
2bdrm/2bath condo 2 miles south of
UCF. Patio. ceiling fan. fully equipped
kitchen, washer/dryer. pool, more.
$54,(XX) assumable mortgage/low
Interest; $625/mo to rent (max 3 people
renting). Will consider lease/purchase
option. Call Lynda at 275-2359 (d) , 658-.
0853 (ev).

2 bedroom apt, across from UCF 187 + 1I
2 call Ron at 275-2518 7am-3:30pm
Roommatewanted$185~nth281-4251.

UCF Area - 2 Bedr00m Townhouse, Appliances, Washer + Dryer. $400.00 m/o plus
deposit. Gold Star Realty of Fla., Inc. k.soc. #877-3786.
MOVE IN SPECIAL
Beautiful 2bd-2bth apartments at Forest
Highlands Apt. Call 282-5657 for more
information.
Large 2bed/2bath apartment. Washer/
dryer. c/h/a , dishwasher, patio. 425/
mon. CALLCOLLECT904-735:2185 ·

1o::Do·lt on an Apple!* .
Word processing & spellchecl< for any
type of paper, letter, report, or resume.
Please call John at 299-5473 & leave
message. Prices start at $2.00 a page.

ATTENTION: EXCELLENT INCOME
FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. INFO.
CALL 504-646-1700 Dept. P307

Resumes and cover letters
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657-flJ79.

FAST TYPING SERVICE

Wedding dress never wom size 10 Lace
Bodice w/pearls sold for S250 Asking
150. 869-9961

Quick,Professlonal service free revisions
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and
weekend service VISA MASTERCARD
Over 18300 satisfied students and 4
grouches.

s

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair). ·
Delinquent. tax property. Re~ssions.
Matching 4-plece family room set good
Call l-805-687-6CXXl Ext. GH-4628 for curcond. $120 OBO call 658-2941
·rent repo list.

FOR SALE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Do yourself and your chi!Gi a favor by
purchasing for him/her their own place
to live while attending UCF. 8p to 4 2
bedroom •2 bathroom townhouses for
sale less than 1 mile from UCF campus.
$43,300 each. Contact Frits van-Solkema
407-657-7117. Hightower &Assoc Inc
Realtors

XJ650H 25K miles must sell $500 cash
great trans to school 277-5824 MIKE

671-3007
Alcoholics Anonymous
Meets every Wed 12:00
Brown Bag lunch
Call 281-5841

5 1/2 mo. old chow/gldn retr. w/pet
papers. Very loveable. Needs roomy
home. 679-4788.

PROMPT, Accurate fyplng. Good rates
call Marianne at 679-5258. ·

TRANSITIONS COUNSELING CENTER opening June 10. Individual group, marriage
and family counseling. The courtyard,
1750 W. Broadway St, Suite 115. OViedo
call 365-7078 for appointment.

---Outstanding Investment--Female nonsmoking student seeks same
to share 2bed/2 1/2 bath townhouse 5ml
from UCF 300 mo + 1/2 utilities and phone
sec dep required Lisa 273-5996

GOVERNMENT JOBS $17 ,840 $69 A85. Immediate Hiring!
Call JOB CENTER 1-518-459-3611
Ext. G3364B for Federa~ List 24 HRS

Free tutoring CLAST, Math, English &
much more. Call Student Academic
Resource Center 281-5130 or stop by
PC 1-102. Day and evening hours.

IBM PC software, ontv $5.00 Each!!! Over
1200 programs to choose from. All
categories including: Business, Word
Processors, Spreadsheets, Math,
' Educational. Games. Accounting CAD,
Data Base, Communications. you name
itl Located near university. k.k for free
catalog. Call 282-8213

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4 X 4's Seized
In drug raids for under Sl 00.00? Call for
facts today. 602-837-3401. Ext. 949

Yamaha Seca 400 '1982 Great condition
only 6500 mlles"Red and Chrome 2 free
Helmets only $900 Price is negotiable
call 282-5774 anytime:

1985 Honda Accord Hatchback Blue A/
C Cloth Int. Stereo, new tires excellent
cond. $6100 or best offer 699-1259

8 Y Champion 12 X 45, 2bdrm, 1bath.
Located 3 miles from UCF. Nice family
park with 2·poo1s. Must sell. Asking 10,000
(904) 669-1275
AQUARIUM FOR SALE • 15 gallons,
Everythln~ you need for only $30.
Includes: 5 tropical fish, gravel. filter,
plants, food. CALL 282-6733

MATH STUDENTS DON'T WAITTOO LATE!
ANY MATH COURSE MINI MESTER= ~B·
CALL .RANDY 327-2737 or 774-01131!11

Is ltTrue You Can Buy Jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 689

1980 Datsun 280Z 2+2 5 spd air cassette
pwr windows gray /red good condition
$3300 phone 365-6852.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All ty'pes of student documents. Same day
servlc;e available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Reasonable and fast typing service call
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.
PROFESSIONAL WP $1 /PG 69_5-6146 .
Professional Word Processing ··

DUPLEX - Extrq large units on Khayyam
.for 8 students. Great condition! Walk to
UCF. Low utilities; Sl ,000 mo. return.
Always rented! Reduced to $101 ,900
Cash. Best Buyl 676-3908

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Call 699-1636.

Sandy,
Be assured that God is with you in your
preporation for China. Be enc0uraged
that your support has come. Get ready
for an outstanding summer.
·
P.S.
.
Knock Knock
. Guess Who?

*Student Discount*
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCRLENCE
657-7724 (call for an appt.)
Winter Park-immed. off 1-4 -

$10- $660 weekly/up malling circulars!
Rush self-addre~ stamped envelope:
~pt. AN - 7CC - HN2, 256 S. Robertson,
Beverly Hills CA 90211

Roger Baxter.
Don't eat the cat.
I hear dog is better.

From Bobby

•Ir-----~------~------,
· ·sAvE 20%
•
On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at I

I W/20 EYECARE CENTER

I

I I:D. when your order
I is placed.
I
I
I
I
I

.1

I Presen~ this coupon and Student

.s

~-
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· IRl1'B~

1

.. I
Eye Exams I
.on the pre~esis I
by an independent I
Optometrist. I

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM
. .
ROA-DWAY PACKAGE

Not Valid With Other Offers.

· .Expires 618188 I

L ~~~!~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~J

•

.

Roadway Package Sy~tein 18
accept ing applications for parttiine loaders and unloaders. Excel~ent pay $7.00: per hour starting.
".

•

(407) 679-1838
Authentic Chinese Eatery

WORK SHIFTS AVAIL.AB.L E:

A L L · YC> .U C A·- N
EAT
$ 3 - 99

Monday - Friday ·
7:00 P.M. - 11:00 A.M.
ll:OO P.M. - 7:00 A.M.
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

(Includes Soup & Salad Bar)

Applications may .b e filled out and left at the Career
. Resource Center, Administration Building, Room 124.

any Combination-Dinner or

Or phone

--------------,
i One
Free Beverage or Soda with I
1

I

·I
Buffet.
I
,;,. I
. One Coupon Per Person
I
-~ ·L ____ expire_: 6-15-88 _ _ _ _ _J
·Suncrest Village Shopping Center 10169 University Boulevard
(at Dean Road) •Orlando, Flc;>rida 32817
'

For Delivery, Please Call FOOD EXPRESS at (407) 830-1144
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CONTEMPORARY
MUSIC
FESTIVAL .
'

,,,

.

.

•

·Meet the cornposer:s and enjoy tomorrow's classics as ReSident Conductor ·
Michael Krajewski conducts wor~s by New York ·compo~er Matthew Harris;
~ Bern Herbol~heimer from Seattle and J.ames Lewis from Tampa. Nationally
renowned compo_ser Stephen Paulus will be your m9derator and guide as
the F~orida Symphony.Orchestra performs the works of these selected
contemporary composers.
·

·· Thursday, June 2 .
UCF Student Activities Center Auditorium ·
.

~

..

2:00 p.m. ·• ~pen Rehearsal
.
-4:45 p.m. ·· Composers' Roundtable Discussion
7:00 p._m. ··· Concert
JAMES LEWIS _The Errant Note To Seize
MATTHEW HARBIS Ancient Greek Melodies
~ERN HERBOLSHEIMER Symphony-No. l .
During the open rehearsal, the orchestra will read through two
additional compositions~ Release! by Miami compose~ Fred Gl_
esser and
Elegy for String Orchestra by Orlando composer Thom~s Moore.
Concert Tickets $5 Free to UCF students with UCF Student i.d.
(The Open.Rehearsal arid round table discussion ar~ free
and open to the public.)
For more information, call 894-2011.
This event is sponsored in part by grants frorll AT&T Foundation and the
National Endowment for the Arts.
··
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by -Bill Foxworthy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FOTURE

You know the surfer ~tereotype:
sun-bleached hair, tanned body, and a
student - definitely a student. And at
UCF, over 40 surfer-students are members ofthe surf club.
The club has been in existence since
the FTU era, but in the past two years
it has risen to become nationally recognized in surfing circles. Ayear ago, the
club went to the national surfing competition in Huntington Beach, Calif.
and, based on perforJtlances to date, is
expecting to return there in August.
The club's 40-plus members are divided into A, B and C teams which
compete against other Florida universities.
The regular season, consisting of
four contests, just ended, With the Ateam finishing second behind the University {)f Florida, while the B-team
finished third. Two teams will likely be
chosen from Florida to compete in national competition, and UCF is being
considered.
In the meantime, the club must prepare f~r a possible trip to California by
raising money any way it c~.
"Student Government helps us by
proviping money for entry fees and
accommodations," said club President
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The Surf Club hopes to duplicate its performance of a year ago and return
to national competition in Huntington Beach, Calif.

Jeff Cannon, "but it is up to each individual to provide money for transportation out there."
Onc;e in competition, the contest
procedes as follows: a group of six is
picked to surf at the. same time (called
a heat). The best three of the six from
each heat advance to the second round.
Points are accumulated according to
how many heats the surfer completes
and what rank within the heat he
achieves. When the points are totaled,

the team with the most poitrts wins the
competition.
The surfers are scored on a combination of several conditions.
"The judges emphasize the surfer ·
picking the largest wave tQ ride, the
execution of a maneuver at the beginning of a ride, a maneuver made at the
highest part of the wave, and the
number of maneuvers made," explained Cannon. Interestingly enough,
the length of the ride is the least critcal

factor in ajudge's assessment.
Cannon feels that for most of the
members, surfing is their first love,
but added that one doesn't have to be
a surfer to get involved. Events like
movies at the Wild Pizza and surfing
videos are attempts to get everyone
involved.
The club schedules a surfing contest at the ·beginning of each
semester for non-members. The
Spring contest was, according to
Cannon, one of the best in history.
"It's a great chance for UCF to
interact with the community and
bring exposure to the university," he
said.
Gordon and Smith, a surfgear and
surfw_ear company, is the club's
main sponsor and provides essential
equipment and uniforms. But like
any group on the rise, .the Surf Club
is looking for more backers.
"In the past we've even had to
borrow equipment," said Cannon.
Despite being saddled with its financial difficulties, the club has
placed well in state rankings and
has a chance to bring home a national title.
Said Cannon, "There have_been
people who came to UCF because
we're close to the beach and because
they knew we had a good surf team.
We have something good going. I'm
really looking fo~ward to next year."

and now we're getting down to the business
of the game.~
SPORTS EDrfOR
And the success hasn't stopped. Saturday, in Tampa to meet the Rowdies, the Lions
When th~ American Soccer League saw fit to continued to play well defensively. Neither
debut in early April, there were those who team scored, leavingfor the locker rooms tied
doubted its sincerity. It was, among other atO.
After intermission, though, Lamb again
things, an attempt to pacify those soccer enthusiasts who took to heart the North American emerged as the hero. Midway through the
Soccer League's sudden demise.
second half his shot sailed in the net to give
·
But take a look-see over toward the Florida his team a 1-0 advantage._
Citrus Bowl these days and see the crowd. Hear
The goal ultimately turned out to be the
the cheers. Something's up.
game-winner for the Lions, who improved to
The rave reviews belong to the Orlando 4-4 on the year.
Lions, an enthusiastic bunch that takes soccer · Lamb was named the Most Valuable
seriously. And the unique thing about these Player in the Shark game and currently has
guys is that they're part-time players, forced to four goals and eight points on the year.
assume other jobs in the name of a steady
Lamb now has scored more goals in two
income.
halves of play than the entire team in its
Depending on talent and experience, a ·seven previous matches.
player only earns between $100 and $300 a
. If Lamb's heroics and the team's rebound
game, thereby sealing his fate as a 9-to-5er. But isn't enough, a suspensful twist, courtesy of
money is not why they're here, it's not the main Tang instanst drink mix, has been added to
motivator. Love of the game sounds mor-e like it. the games. -U's called the Tang Florida Cup
The Lions started out a bit sluggish with a 1- series, a mini-rivalry involving the four state
4 record, but have finally begun to mesh well teams. The Fort Lauderdale Strikers, Miami
together. Last week, a record-setting crowd of Sharks, Orlando and the Tampa Bay Row4, .405 fans - a total zoo to soccer people - dies will compete for a championship among
watched as the team took care of the Miami themselves as well as for the overall league
Sharks, 2-0. Both goals were scored by striker title.
, MarkLamb,formerlyofUCF, in the first half to
Labeled by one press release as a "Peninsend the Lions' record to 3-4 and catapult them sula State civil war," the series title will go
into a four-way tie for first pla~e in the ASL's - to the team that compiles the best won-lost
Southern Division.
record in games involving the "Florida Four."
Steven Torkelsen, who consistently pene"We are really proud to be associated with
trated through- the Shark defense at will, the ASL's Florida-based teams, "said Cary
crossed the ball from the comer to Lamb who Siegel, associate Product Manager for Tang.
headed the ball in at the 17:10 mark. Then, at "Creation of the Florida Cup series adds
27:50, Lion newcomer Derek Sanderson as- another level of excitement and interest to
sisted Lamb for the team's second goal.
what already promises to be a most interestOrlando gQalkeeper Alan Rough, the ASL ing inaugural season."
goalkeeper leader with a goals-against total of
It's definitely been a most trying, but re.50, kept Miami at bay tb gain his second shut- warding, inaugural season for Dillon and the
out of the year.
Lions. Many critics didn't give them much of
"Ifit wasn't for Alan, we wouldn't have won a chance once the team posted an 0-2 record.
this game," said Orlando fullback Chris Otoru- Now, however, those same people have
bio. "I've never played in front of a great keeper quickly tightened their lips as the re~t of
like that. He gives everybody on the team extra Orlando enjoys the play of its newest soccer
confidence."
team.
Said Mark Dillon, Team President and Head
"Even with our [slow] start, we never lost
Coach: "The novelty of pro soccer has worn off, sight of the fact that we're a very good team."
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by Paul Owers
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